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Simulation for Operational Readiness in a New Freestanding Emergency Department

Strategy and Tactics

Robert L. Kerner, Jr., JD, EdD, RN, EMT-P, CHSE; Kathleen Gallo, PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN; Michael Cassara, DO, MSEd, FACEP, CHSE; John D’Angelo, MD, FACEP; Anthony Egan, RN, MSN; John Galbraith Simmons, MSEd

Summary Statement: Simulation in multiple contexts over the course of a 10-week period served as a core learning strategy to orient experienced clinicians before opening a large new urban freestanding emergency department. To ensure technical and procedural skills of all team members, who would provide care without on-site recourse to specialty backup, we designed a comprehensive interprofessional curriculum to verify and regularization a wide range of competencies and best practices for all clinicians. Formulated under the rubric of systems integration, simulation activities aimed to instill a shared culture of patient safety among the entire cohort of 43 experienced emergency physicians, physician assistants, nurses, and patient technicians, most newly hired to the health system, who had never before worked together. Methods throughout the preoperational term included predominantly hands-on skills review, high-fidelity simulation, and simulation with standardized patients. We also used simulation during instruction in disaster preparedness, sexual assault forensics, and community outreach. Our program culminated with 2 days of in-situ simulation deployed in simultaneous and overlapping timeframes to challenge system response capabilities, resilience, and flexibility; this work revealed latent safety threats, lapses in communication, issues of intake procedure and patient flow, and the persistence of inapt or inapplicable mental models in responding to clinical emergencies.
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Freestanding emergency departments (FEDs) represent a significant trend in providing health care to underserved populations in the United States. In most cases open 24/7 365 days a year, FEDs (sometimes referred to as satellite EDs or freestanding satellite EDs) are distinct from urgent care centers, which are often privately owned, exclusively treat conditions of low to moderate acuity, and keep office hours. In general, board-certified emergency physicians and nurses staff FEDs, which are fully equipped and provide on-site laboratory and imaging services, receive patients by ambulance, and evaluate and treat or transfer to full-service facilities. In the United States, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services recognized FEDs in 2004 (42 Certified First Responders §§ 482.1 through 482.57) and clarified issues of state certification in 2008 (Directive S&C-08-08); most states have issued guidelines or some form of regulation. With few exceptions, FEDs meet requirements set out in the federal Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act.

We report on extensive and intensive use of simulation as an integral part of a strategic training plan to ensure patient safety and patient-centric care before opening a large urban full-service FED associated with an established tertiary hospital that forms part of a large nonprofit health system. For a facility to be staffed with experienced clinicians, we used simulation to assess and assure competencies, enable and promote teamwork, validate protocols, detect latent safety threats (LSTs), and optimize patient flow. Conceived during the FED planning stages and foreseen as a major component of the curriculum throughout the training period, this multimodal use of simulation represented a systems integration approach to patient safety, consonant with accreditation of Northwell Health (formerly North Shore-LIJ) in that domain by the Society for Simulation in Healthcare (SSH). As an aspect of systems engineering and outgrowth of human factors engineering, systems integration is specifically suited to deploying simulation in the design and operation of new facilities.

With respect to in situ simulation, the culminating component of our program, we note that emergency departments, pediatric units, and obstetrics/perinatal facilities have reported on a decade and more of its use in pilot studies and research-based efforts to improve teamwork, refine organization of
supplies and procedures, detect LSTs, and address knowledge and performance gaps.10–12 Simulation research includes several recent efforts to evaluate patient safety in wholly new units and facilities.13,14 including one report of a prospective pilot investigation that used both high fidelity and in situ simulation before opening a pediatric satellite emergency department associated with a children's hospital.15

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first report on the systematic use of simulation in an onboarding and orientation curriculum before opening an FED.

Background and Demographics

Demographic trends in healthcare, and economic and market forces, help explain the recent proliferation of FEDS. One survey counted 80 FEDs operating in 2007 (1.6% of all US EDs); subsequently, the American Hospital Association reported 222 in 2009, 191 of which were hospital affiliated or “satellite” units16; more recently, the New York State Department of Health found more than 400 in 45 states.2 However, as Simon et al recently observed, research involving FEDs has yet to yield a precise definition.17 When they first opened in the 1960s and until the 21st century, FEDs were located in rural and outer-ring suburban areas18; only recently have facilities opened, and not always successfully, in urban settings.9 Increasing numbers of FEDs also reflect an effort to address in-hospital emergency room overcrowding, an issue of importance for clinical outcomes.19–21

In the case at hand, repeated bankruptcies of a tertiary hospital in New York City culminated in its definitive closing, leaving a unique neighborhood in the borough of Manhattan underserved and creating a prolonged “surrogate medical surge event” for nearby hospitals.22,23 A new full-service facility did not prove economically feasible, but needs assessment indicated that an FED could offer a solution, providing emergency and nonemergency care on a full-service basis, intake 24/7, serve as a 911 facility, and coordinating transfer of patients requiring inpatient or a higher level of care.

Lenox Health-Greenwich Village (LH-GV), as the FED would be known, was to be established as a division of Lenox Hill Hospital, a 652-bed facility located on Manhattan’s Upper East Side. Modeling projected it could expect to receive more than 30,000 emergency patients annually by its third year of operation.

Demography influences the planning, design, and hiring of personnel of FEDs, and also affects decisions concerning the use of simulation. Greenwich Village in New York City, the densely populated central neighborhood for the catchment area, is home to a diverse set of ethnic groups, local cultures, and a wide range of income groups. To help overcome both doubts of the public at large and a heterogeneous group of vocal residents who complained of loss of their historic tertiary hospital, the new facility would provide a full-service community healthcare “front door.” It would offer subspecialty care and ambulatory surgical care in addition to laboratory and advanced imaging services; but it would not aim to compete with neighborhood primary care providers.

Physical Design

In line with recent FEDs, the design called for 4 functional zones: intake, treatment, clinical support, and administration.24,25 In addition, various features addressed the need for operational flexibility.26 The plan provided for 26 patient rooms, 24 of which were to be fully equipped for emergency use, including 2 dedicated resuscitation units; in addition, 2 rooms for behavioral health patients would be purposely bare of equipment. The open, glass-faced rooms surround a core work area of computer-equipped provider and administrative stations that offer unobstructed sight lines without office partitions. Each room is sufficiently large and equipped to accept 2 patients in case of crowded conditions or disaster service. LH-GV was designed to facilitate direct-to-room triage with registration at bedside; a traditional waiting room was to be used only when the facility operated at capacity.27,28 In addition, a separate results-waiting area would enable prompt and comfortable discharge of patients who were not admitted or transferred.

METHODS

Systems Integration

The Patient Safety Institute (PSI) at Northwell Health (formerly North Shore-LIJ) provides an organizational structure for creating simulation activities that execute the strategic and concrete goals of the entire health system. The Patient Safety Institute operates as a division of the system’s corporate university, the Center for Learning and Innovation (CLI), which among other goals evaluates expansion projects and develops macroinstitutional solutions on a systems and human factors engineering basis, with a view to implementing programs that meet pedagogic and clinical aims, enhance patient safety, and maximize effectiveness and efficiency across the entire range of clinical activities.29,30

Such a strategy operated with respect to LH-GV. Whereas under construction, CLI/PSI personnel, in collaboration with the facility’s leadership, offered input concerning the design elements previous described, continued to consult through planning stages, and eventually embedded a learning strategy within a comprehensive curriculum that aligned with federal and state-sanctioned requirements for FEDs and the institutional standards for establishing it within a unique urban community. This global approach significantly shaped prospective health care delivery operations and clinical practice, and included extensive use of simulation.

Simulation activities as part of a blended learning program before opening an FED have a clear fit both with emergency medicine and the broader issue of patient safety. Concerted use of simulation is becoming well established in emergency medicine, with specially devised curricula, based on an accepted model of clinical practice now standard for residents in training.21,31–33 In addition, the nature and extent of hazards associated with opening a new FED may be extrapolated from several studies conducted with new emergency medicine and obstetrics facilities over the past decade.14,15,34 Studies and initiatives such as these support the orchestration of both high-fidelity and immersive “in situ” simulation to expose LSTs, including issues with team communications, systems protocols, patient flow, and electronic record keeping.13

Specific considerations with respect to the new FED also shaped the curriculum. The relatively large size of the standalone facility, together with projected volume and pace
of patient reception, called for an extensive learning program to ensure operational competency from the day it opened. The newly hired clinicians had neither worked together before nor been employed by the same health system. Although LH-GV leadership evaluated candidate clinicians for education and experience, the details of individual competencies could not be known nor expected to be uniform across the entire group. Diverse backgrounds and work histories created challenges for orientation.

### Structural Goals and Clinical Aims

Hiring decisions, unique aspects of design and mission, including the FED’s physical location and layout, all provided inputs for the use of simulation in the preopening 10-week curriculum. Just because experienced personnel comprised the medical staff, we envisioned addressing clinical issues with regard to shared mental models, teamwork, and scope of practice across a wide range of emergency procedures and protocols. In addition, LH-GV’s location in a densely urban environment where there exist long-standing and well-founded concerns over severe weather-related emergencies, and terrorism suggested further training objectives. Cultural diversity and the presence of a substantial lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community were further considerations.

The Center for Learning and Innovation/PSI, LH-GV, and our health system’s emergency services leadership examined the core competencies as delineated in publications of the American College of Emergency Physicians and the Emergency Nurses Association. These documents may be viewed as complementary: specific supportive roles for nurses augment the detailed procedures outlined for physicians. As a consequence, the curriculum we devised used interprofessional learning throughout; all clinicians working in teams would learn about resources, equipment, workflow patterns, and one another to develop a thorough collective knowledge of FED resources, including transfer capabilities and protocols. Clinicians’ ability to perform the whole range of emergency assessments and procedures without benefit of on-site specialty units demanded validation. Team-based simulation with deliberate practice would also promote familiarity with system-specific protocols for both common and infrequent procedures, and for high-risk interventions.

### Curriculum Development

A working collaboration among nursing and emergency physician leadership and CLI/PSI detailed the 10-week curriculum, including refresher courses (Table 1). Designed on a modular and chronological basis, it would interface with administrative preparations, including information technology tutorials and vendors’ on-site instructions for the use of equipment.

Into this plan, we built a total of 3 weeks of dedicated simulation activities. We planned to use high-fidelity simulation and cadaver-based training, simulation with standardized patients and hybrid scenarios. We also projected 2 days of intensive in situ simulation that would run overlapping scenarios in compressed time frames to effectively stress-test the FED, assumed to be operating at medium capacity. Postsimulation team “debriefing with good judgment” was used throughout the cycle.

### Participants and Teams

The curriculum served the entire complement of 43 clinicians, all but 6 new to the system. Recruited locally and regionally, not preferentially from the Northwell Health (formerly North Shore-LIJ) health system, they were experienced emergency medicine providers. The initial hiring grid called for 10 emergency physicians and physician assistants, 25 nurses, and 8 patient care technicians; additional hires included laboratory and pharmacy personnel and administrative and support staff. As part of the hiring process, we assessed qualifications together with candidates’ perceived and documented ability to work in cohesive teams, to operate according to the full scope of practice required for emergency medicine, and to work comfortably with a highly diverse patient population.

Teams of clinicians, which were in all typical cases comprised of a physician, physician assistant, nurse, and patient technician, carried out the simulation activities and debriefings even when the principle focus was to ensure an individual provider’s skills through deliberate practice.

### Settings

For simulation activities, the curriculum unfolded in 3 venues: (1) the clinical and procedure simulation laboratories of PSI; (2) the cadaver laboratory of the Northwell Health (formerly North Shore-LIJ) Bioskills Education Center; and, for

### Table 1. Preopening Blended Learning Curriculum for All Clinicians: Modalities and Objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Learning Modalities</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Performance Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refresher courses</td>
<td>Individual didactic/On-line</td>
<td>Basic review of defined scope of practice</td>
<td>Summative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General orientation and onboarding activities</td>
<td>Team-based</td>
<td>Site orientation Acculturation team building</td>
<td>Formative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency management</td>
<td>Team-based didactic followed by simulation with mannequins and warm body volunteers</td>
<td>Terror threat dCBRNE RAIN concept FEMA class for mass casualty incidents (HERT)</td>
<td>Formative and summative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonviolent crisis intervention and sexual assault forensic examiner training</td>
<td>Team-based Mixed didactic and simulation with standardized patients</td>
<td>Patient-centered care and welfare, including physical exam and data collection, referral and safe discharge</td>
<td>Summative (state achievement test) and formative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency medicine service line</td>
<td>Team-based high-fidelity simulation and demonstration-based didactics with cadaver substrate</td>
<td>Core competencies: ED procedures and technical skills</td>
<td>Formative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preopening process testing</td>
<td>Team-based in situ multi-modal simulation with mannequins, confederates, and standardized patients</td>
<td>Scope of practice competencies, triage capabilities, Formative teamwork, latent safety threats, code protocol, patient flow, including transfer</td>
<td>Formative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
both emergency disaster training and in situ activities, (3) the facilities and treatment rooms at LH-GV.

**Onboarding Activities**

Our curriculum began with organizational basics associated with human resources initiatives. Socialization activities, recognized as a component of onboarding in health care management, included both team building and orientation activities. One portion of the program was didactic in nature, did not make use of simulation, and clinicians worked individually:

- For physicians, a refresher course based on scope of practice guidelines issued by the American Colleges of Emergency Physicians (ACEP).
- For nurses, a review course offered by the Emergency Nurses Association (ENA).

For interprofessional teams, other parts of the curriculum addressed technical training in specific topics relevant to the local culture and circumstances:

- Sexual assault: all clinicians took the basic 4-hour New York State Sexual Assault Forensic Examiner (SAFE) course, with LH-GV certification as a Center of Excellence and individual certification.
- The proprietary nonviolent crisis intervention program developed by the Crisis Prevention Institute.

**Simulation for Mass Emergency and Disaster Preparedness**

Emergency management at Northwell Health (formerly North Shore-LIJ) provided Standardized Awareness Authorized Training (SAAT) for all participants. This program teaches the range of appropriate responses to terrorist incidents, including chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield explosive events.

We augmented this module with Hospital Emergency Response Training for mass casualty incidents, a 3-day course developed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) that includes structured lessons, including simulated scenarios, in response to the presence of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield explosive CBRNE-associated hazards and materials.

- For Hospital Emergency Response Training, we engaged in 2 days of simulation with level 3 personal protective equipment drills after 1 day of didactic and tabletop instruction. On day 1 of simulation, teams learned how to select and wear level C personal protective equipment, which equips caregivers for airborne emergencies in which substance type and concentration are known values. Equipment includes a full-face air-purifying respirator, chemical-resistant gloves, and disposable chemical-resistant outer boots. Wearing this equipment, teams practiced such procedures as IV insertion and intubation, which are known to require deliberate practice to achieve efficient airway management.

An 8-hour hybrid simulation took place on day 2. We applied moulage to 10 training mannequins to indicate signs of a chemical attack. Teams were challenged to evaluate, assess, decontaminate, and treat, while communicating appropriate information to one another and to administrators, and arranging for transfer as necessary. With 2 high-fidelity mannequins, we demonstrated such symptoms as pinpoint pupils, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, and other signs of chemical attack. In addition, we engaged 20 high school students to serve as walking wounded for a scenario in which there was an explosion during a school football game and patients presented for triage at an emergency treatment area. The mannequins themselves were decontaminated, their clothes cut off, and washed. Transfer was arranged and fully carried out, with mannequins transported by ambulance to a nearby tertiary hospital. To track individual patients, we used the New York State Evacuation of Facilities in Disasters System (NYS e-FINDS), a computer-based system inaugurated in 2013 after a major hurricane created a statewide disaster.

**Cadaveric Tissue for Technical Skills Refresher/Training**

Although the LH-GV clinicians were all experienced, most were newly hired to the health system, and we needed to ensure competencies for all clinicians across the entire range of procedures they would be expected to carry out. These included (1) both common and infrequent interventions for high-acuity patients, (2) moderate- to high-frequency procedures for specific conditions, and (3) low-frequency but high-risk interventions that carry serious risk for patient harm if performed incorrectly (Table 2). Tabas et al note that formal training in such invasive procedures, even for emergency residents, is frequently suboptimal. Related to the importance of validating clinical expertise and experience were health system-specific issues concerning equipment, custom, and approach to various procedures.

Viewed not as a problem of individualized training and evaluation but as an integral component of the broader

**TABLE 2. Technical Skills and Procedural Refresher Training**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced airway</td>
<td>Assessment, Capnometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orotracheal intubation</td>
<td>Cricothyrotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracostomy</td>
<td>Needle thoracostomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percardiocentesis</td>
<td>Thoracentesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergent thoracotomy</td>
<td>Cardioversion/defibrillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular/Vascular</td>
<td>Umbilical vein catheterization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcutaneous pacing</td>
<td>Extremity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transvenous pacing (including wire insertion)</td>
<td>Intraosseous needle insertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardioversion/defibrillation</td>
<td>Arthrocentesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percardiocentesis</td>
<td>Joint injections/regional anesthesia of knee, shoulder, ankle, wrist, elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbilical vein catheterization</td>
<td>Nail trephination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremity splinting</td>
<td>Fracture/dislocation reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head, eye, ear, nose and throat (HEENT)/Ophthalmology</td>
<td>Head, eye, ear, nose and throat (HEENT)/Ophthalmology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impression tonometry</td>
<td>Slit lamp evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal foreign body removal</td>
<td>Lateral canthotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral canthotomy</td>
<td>Anterior and posterior pack placement for epistaxis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operational Readiness in a New Freestanding ED**
mandate to provide interprofessional adult learning before opening LH-GV, we decided on a team approach that used simulation activities, principally with fresh-frozen and unembalmed cadaveric tissue as substrate. In general, for procedure-specific training, such as arthroscopy and other minimally invasive interventions, the use of human cadaver tissue is widely accepted, although it is most frequently used for basic educational purposes.54,55 Although research concerning the comparative effectiveness of this modality in emergency contexts is limited,56,57 it has been described as providing “a high-fidelity model in which the exact anatomical relationships present in live surgical patients are preserved, with almost identical tissue handling and spatial relations to that of live surgery.”58 In simulation, perceptual, psychological, and action fidelity with cadaver tissue may be described as high; mechanical fidelity is less so.59 On balance, based on experience in our own laboratory and on the literature,60 we believed there could be cognitive and kinesthetic advantages to the use of cadaver tissue for a substantial subset of specific emergency procedures.

In our partly didactic approach, teams comprised of physicians, physician assistants, nurses, and patient technicians attended sessions in a laboratory setting. Experienced faculty discussed and demonstrated current techniques for a selection of the emergency and life-saving procedures listed in Table 2, performed in collaboration with the LH-GV emergency medicine physicians. In the laboratory, 5 stations with cadavers served 5 teams, with faculty rotating from station to station, explaining specific details of procedures as performed as Northwell Health (formerly North Shore-LIJ). We modeled this methodology, which did not use scenarios, on our procedural training program for emergency medicine residents,32 adapted to interprofessional use.60 It provided physicians the opportunity to practice specific procedures with current instrumentation, but it also enabled teams to demonstrate the various ancillary tasks while imparting to nurses and patient technicians contextual knowledge, including visual and tactile information.

Preoperative In Situ Simulation

We conducted 2 successive days of in situ simulation 1 month before LH-GV formally opened. Our focus in this phase was on teamwork, communication, and clinical decision making. The entire clinical staff (n = 43) was present and worked and formed STAT teams of 4 to 5 in shifts (2 per day). Facilitated debriefings with good judgment took place after each shift and at the end of each day. Registration and pharmacy personnel also participated, but laboratory staff was not yet hired; we also employed CT and EMS personnel as confederates and, to facilitate one scenario, also made use of distraction to test intake procedures. On day 1, we assigned specific scenarios and roles to 21 standardized patients and employed LH-GV leadership in various observational capacities; on day 2, with fewer standardized patients (SPs) available, LH-GV personnel served as patients in some situations.

Information Gathering and Scenario Development

General plans for the 2-day in situ simulation phase began with PSI visits to the facility, while it was still under construction, to learn about the design and gather suggestive clues about scenarios that might expose LSTs or issues affecting security, patient flow, transfer capabilities, and challenges to communication and responsive teamwork. We intended from the start to simultaneously use high-fidelity simulation, simulation with standardized patients, and mixed or hybrid simulations. The process of adapting and crafting scenarios was based on the request from LH-GV leadership to simulate a full-service FED without hospital backup short of transfer. The director of standardized patients held 2 separate sessions with experienced SPs to assign roles and explain logistics.

Organization

Patient Safety Institute staff (n=6), SPs (n=21) together with a supervisor and staff providers (n=3), and LH-GV leadership (n=3) met with clinician teams at LH-GV for prebriefing on the first full day of in situ simulation; the meeting also included unit clerks, computed tomography technicians, and security personnel. Mannequins and associated equipment had been predelivered and prepared for deployment; so too were related props. SPs were cloistered out of sight and off the clinical floor; from this “backstage” location they could be called upon as needed. One of us (R.K.) served as operations director and worked with high-fidelity simulation technicians and observers to initiate scenarios, to curate their development as needed, and decide when they would conclude.

Scenarios for FED Operations

The Patient Safety Institute possesses a library of scenarios, a number of which could be adapted for in situ use in an FED. We developed new or chose and amended preexisting scenarios to ensure relevance and balance; most included several interrelated objectives with regard to patient load and severity. Case categories included: ambulatory triage patient, EMS triage patient, incumbent patient, and utility role (Table 3). This typology could accommodate the broad range of patients and issues associated with FEDs and emphasize the use of situation, background, assessment, and recommendation as a communications technique to contend with volatility, uncertainty, complexity, ambiguity, and delayed feedback.61

Freestanding EDs should be considered small but complex facilities in which clinicians will be confronted with both straightforward and complex cognitive challenges. As a consequence, we planned to simulate patient loads of varied intensity and severity, and coordinated the play of scenarios so as to implement them on an articulated but improvisational basis: articulated with regard to simulating traffic in an emergency facility on a relatively busy day or night, improvisational because deployment decisions depended on on-the-spot assessments of stress in the system and readiness to receive new patients or situations.

RESULTS

A full-scale research program at a freestanding, fairly large newly constructed emergency facility presents challenges in potential interference with the host of assessment-related activities to which newly hired clinicians are subject. However, we conducted a postonboarding survey 8 months after the
TABLE 3. In Situ Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Numbering for reference only)</th>
<th>Incident/Situation</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Action and Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ambulatory triage patient 1 (childbirth)</td>
<td>Hybrid: a young woman, 36 weeks pregnant and in labor, arrives with a neighbor. She speaks a foreign language. After triage to a patient room, the SP straddles a birthing mannequin and subsequently delivers a healthy infant</td>
<td>An FED, unlike a tertiary hospital, requires clinicians to successfully attend to childbirth as an emergency and post-partum to arrange for transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ambulatory triage patient 2 (pharyngitis)</td>
<td>Standardized patient: A healthy young male with a sore throat and low grade fever: urgency level 4 or 5</td>
<td>Rapid intake, assessment, treatment, and discharge of an uncomplicated non-urgent walk-in patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Utility role 1 (delivery)</td>
<td>Actor: Entering the facility off the street, a delivery person arrives with a food order</td>
<td>Testing the FED as a “front door” to community health care that allows outside distractors to enter the facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ambulatory triage patient 3 (Stroke)</td>
<td>Standardized patient and utility role 2 actor (see 5 below). Patient arrives with friend who describes symptoms of sudden-onset severe headache; while eating a meal, the patient dropped a utensil and one hand went suddenly limp; change in facial expression and history that includes high blood pressure, elevated cholesterol, drug regimen with beta blocker</td>
<td>Fast recognition of stroke, activation of code stroke, rapid evaluation, including CT scan which, when negative, initiates steps to provide fibrinolytic therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Utility role 2</td>
<td>Actor: Friend of stroke patient (above), torn as to whether to stay or to leave, and involved romantically with patient</td>
<td>Dealing with companion to patient who is not forthcoming or truth-telling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ambulatory triage patient 4 (Patient Request for Test)</td>
<td>Standardized Patient: Request to be tested for HIV status</td>
<td>History-taking with non-urgent patient requesting service; participants should inquire into motivation before arranging test and offer counseling if warranted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ambulatory triage patient 5 (severe contrast media reaction)</td>
<td>Hybrid: Initiated by a patient who arrives, accompanied by companion: symptoms include intermittent right-sided radiating downward to left testicle and burning urination. Patient in severe discomfort, self-evaluating pain at level 9/10, gripping right flank</td>
<td>Initial history-taking should call for CT scan to assess renal calculi; however, once in the CT suite the patient (mannequin substitution) suffers allergic contrast reaction (severe anaphylaxis); technicians activate alarm to call for emergency management, observation, transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ambulatory triage patient 6 (Potential chemical WMD and decontamination)</td>
<td>Actor: Package delivery agent in uniform spontaneously enters LH-GV after White powder on hands, shirt, and pants</td>
<td>Recognize toxic threat, contain exposure, decontaminate patient, and communicate findings through appropriate channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ambulatory triage patient 7 (sexual forensics)</td>
<td>Standardized patient and actor: Transgender patient, accompanied by partner, reports that assault by unknown assailant the previous day has left her with discomfort in ribs and chest where she was pummeled and kicked after being pushed to the ground</td>
<td>Exam reveals bruising and contusions; patient appears nervous and fearful in the presence of her partner. History-taking should probe with a view to confirming or ruling out domestic violence, and providing counseling and referral together with possible outreach to law enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>EMS triage patient (behavioral health evaluation)</td>
<td>Standardized Patient: Ambulatory but brought by ambulance after police observed her attempting to climb a cell phone tower in a local park and acting in other ways that seemed bizarre</td>
<td>Triage should install patient in a secure equipment-free behavioral health room with assessment to meet immediate safety concerns before a psychiatric exam to decide on disposition: admission/transfer or discharge home with referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Incumbent patient 1 and wife (cardiac failure and death)</td>
<td>Hybrid: Elderly patient (mannequin) suffers sudden heart attack while at LH-GV and cannot be resuscitated; he dies with his wife (SP) present throughout</td>
<td>Scenario begins with patient complaining of chest pain and his condition deteriorates; all efforts to resuscitate fail. Wife’s severe grief reaction in the face of sudden death tests team’s ability to break bad news and provide consolation and compassionate care. Team also expected to arrange for body to be moved from the patient room without disturbing other patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Incumbent patient 2 (pediatric assessment and treatment protocols)</td>
<td>Hybrid: 3-year-old child (mannequin) with irregular heartbeat, tachycardia, respiratory failure requiring intubation while parent (actor) provides history</td>
<td>Interview with parent, exam, and management as patient deteriorates and requires emergency intervention; communication with parent, maintenance, transfer to PICU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Incumbent patient 3 (lithium toxicity)</td>
<td>Standardized Patient and Actor: Symptoms of nausea, vertigo, gastrointestinal pains, generalized weakness</td>
<td>Interview and careful history required for accurate diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Utility role 3 (Distraction)</td>
<td>Actor: Inquisitive visitor enters unannounced and persistently wants to tour the facility and engage with clinical and non-clinical personnel</td>
<td>Same as utility role 1, above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
facility opened (Table 4), with qualitative questions and a quantitative 5-point Likert scale survey concerning simulation at PSI and the Bioskills Laboratory (team-based training with cadaveric tissue). Sent to 35 participants, we received 10 responses, including 3 from physicians and 5 from nurses, as summarized in Figure 1. Eight of ten responders noted team building as a significant advantage in response to an open-ended question about the learning experience. Responses overall suggest the program met the goals articulated in the blended learning curriculum.

**Patient Satisfaction and Clinician Engagement**

With regard to use and access, LH-GV opened in July 2014 and during the first 6 months received 12,700 patients for an average of 71 per day. Using the 5-point Emergency Severity Index (ESI),62 the accepted triage tool for grading ED visits, the average severity for LH-GV arrivals was 3+. With 47% of arrivals by ambulance (53% as walk-ins), the profile of patients received comports well with the use of emergency rooms nationwide.21 Wait time to see a physician was 13 minutes, more than adequate when compared with 67 minutes for large metro central emergency departments in the most recent US/CDC data set.63 Reliable statistics that compare FEDs with respect to triage and wait times have yet to appear in the literature.

Although patient satisfaction metrics are multifactorial, they play an acknowledged role in emergency medicine, both as an indicator of quality of care and as shaping patient perceptions of the entire associated healthcare system.64 Earliest Press Ganey data indicated high rates of satisfaction (96%–99%) among 270 patients who returned survey requests. Although some portion of satisfaction would likely be attributable to a honeymoon effect of the state-of-the-art environment and reestablishment of a health care facility in the community, we note that recent data from a substantial study indicate that patients do discriminate the quality of clinical care apart from the features of comfortable new surroundings.65

Similarly, employee engagement (EE) represents an additional context for a systems integration approach to curricula design and the use of simulation. Employee engagement, which may be defined as “the emotional commitment of the employee towards the organization”66 affects the non-negligible issues of cost-effectiveness and employee retention as well as patient safety. All-clinician and physician favorability scores in 3 EE-related categories (teamwork, tools and resources, and quality of patient care) ranged from 89% to 100%. These preliminary data with employees new to an organization must also clearly be greeted with caution and the role of simulation cannot be extrapolated from them, but they signal a further avenue for investigation.67,68 Formulated originally through investigation of burnout and studied as a topic in psychology, human resources, adult education, and organizational management, EE is an evolving concept pertinent to the broader success of simulation in the future of health care.69,70

We should note several limitations to our report. The simulation components we incorporated into our curriculum were based on validated methodologies but the need for more rigorous research is widely acknowledged.71,72 In addition, although we tested several tools and technologies during in situ simulations, this activity took place before vendor instructions and demonstrations of new equipment. Similarly, not all

**TABLE 4. Comments About Perceived Value of Simulation in 2 Contexts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bioskills Laboratory (cadaveric tissue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The value of practicing intraosseous infusion and “not being reluctant to use it”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“More realistic than simulation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Nonphysicians appreciated being able to participate”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Safety Institute and In Situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Getting to know new team members and their capabilities”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Establishing trust”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Practicing critical care situations”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Closed loop communication”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Be clear and concise”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most important thing learned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“How to work in hectic environment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Improving workflow through sim”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Use of standardized patient opened eyes abut staff communication”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“More time spent simulating with standardized patients the better”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![FIGURE 1. Postopening survey.](image)
supplies were in place. Scheduling did not permit a second round of in situ simulation before opening the facility several weeks later, which might have enabled comparative process revisions.14

DISCUSSION
Application of Systems Integration
Multimodal use of simulation formed a central instrumental component in the design and launch of a curriculum before opening a new FED. This application of a systems integrative approach, a “consistent, planned, collaborative, integrated, and iterative application of sim-based assessment and teaching activities”,9 uses principles of systems engineering and aims to deliver patient-centric care. Both a learning and assessment strategy, simulation in this context helps to identify and resolve issues of safety, efficiency, and effectiveness in ways that optimize outcomes and improve patient satisfaction. Its programs are allied with other instruments that comprise a toolkit derived from human factors and adult and experiential learning theory. In this way, it aims to align with the business goals of the health care organization as a whole, conceived as a complex adaptive system.73–75

Although systems integration is a new concept in health care, it is scarcely without precedent or a historical trajectory that, in fact, coincides with the use of simulation. Henry Plummer, who envisaged becoming an engineer before entering medicine, introduced engineering principles into the functional operations of the Mayo Clinic in the mid-20th century,9,76 and in the 1960s, Avedis Donabedian described the Structure-Process-Outcome model,77 which in turn formed a basis for the development of the recent Systems Engineering Initiative for Patient Safety (SEIPS).78 The SEIPS model, a research program formulated in response to recommendations in the IOM report To Err Is Human,79 owes explicitly to human factors and ergonomics. In a recent article, Carayon et al note that simulation in anesthesiology, initiated in the late 1980s, represented a prior and exceptional use of human factors and ergonomics; its conceptual roots in the aviation industry effectively prefigured and soon explicitly aligned with the contemporary patient safety movement.80

Systems integration requires administrative structure and support. Within our health care system, the simulation facility (PSI) is located within the corporate university (CLI) that serves as a platform for process improvement and employee education. Past instances of the use of systems integration at our institution include development of a new cardiothoracic intensive care unit in a facility previously limited to community care,81 a nurse fellowship program to improve employee retention,82 a long-term comprehensive safety initiative in a regional perinatal center,83 and a systemwide program to reduce sepsis.84 In developing these programs as well as the present one, PSI/CLI operated in a participatory fashion beginning in the planning stages, aided by heightened awareness of simulation among both administrative and clinical personnel. With respect to LH-GV, throughout the preopening curriculum, we designed simulation activities that operated upon all 6 components described in the revised SEIPS model of the sociotechnical work system: persons (which include teams), tasks, tools and technology, organization, and internal and external environments.85 We used simulation to assess competencies, improve patient flow, evaluate the internal environment, and integrate the use of tools and instruments. Team-based simulation tested FED operations with attention to social context, including community interface, disaster, and transfer capabilities.

Yield From In Situ Simulation
The culminating phase of our curriculum consisted of 2 days (4 shifts) of immersive in situ simulation and debriefing, approximately 3 weeks before opening. Our multipurposed scenarios, deployed in compressed and overlapping timeframes, aimed to “stress the system” in an intensive effort to evaluate team behavior and to identify LSTs and related clinical issues. Our experience with this phase seems to accord with in situ efforts reported in other health systems, including their impact on team actions, attitudes, and behavior.11,14

Patient Flow
The original plan to use direct-to-room triage called for an immediate bedside conference with the patient and the entire team (physician, nurse, physician assistant, patient technician, and registration assistant). During most in situ scenarios, SPs consistently found this approach confusing and at times overwhelming, a potential contributor to patient dissatisfaction. On day 2 of in situ simulation, clinicians themselves (acting as patients) confirmed the impressions from SPs on day 1.

Similarly, protocol for receiving patients by ambulance called for the on-duty security guard to alert clinical staff to arrivals. We suspected that this plan, which might be appropriate for a rural or suburban FED, established an idealized auxiliary role for security that would not have a good fit with real contingencies in the workplace. In fact, this proved to be the case when the security guard was distracted (intentionally) before arrival of an ambulance. Confederates included EMT personnel, who attended the debriefing and described their own reactions and behavior in cases where ambulance reception is inadequate.

Physical Design/Layout
Beginning with our initial inspection of the facility, we also designed scenarios to test safety in relation to the physical layout. Notably, the radiology suite, although equipped with an external flashing alarm, was located in a corridor adjacent to but outside the sight lines of people in the clinical workspace. The ambulatory triage patient in scenario 7 demonstrated this LST when significant time elapsed (after mannequin substitution) for an SP who showed signs and symptoms of an anaphylactic reaction to contrast medium.

Community Access
In providing a “front door” to the local neighborhood, LH-GV is designed for patient comfort and ease of access; these features distinguish FEDs from most hospital-based EDs. However, the inability to control ingress by patients and others, a characteristic virtually unique to emergency settings,86 remains a concern, all the more because its reception-friendly design creates the potential for walk-in individuals to disrupt patient flow while at the same time providing an open door to emergencies of high urgency. We tested both situations. Standardized patients entered as distractors in scenarios
3 and 14; and scenario 8 presented an ambulatory triage patient who arrived “out of the blue” with possible toxic contamination.

**Birth and Death**

One unique aspect of ED culture is the inevitable occurrence of ultimate but unforeseeable events. In all such cases, lack of customary backup in an FED requires modification of usual ED protocols and the ability to contend with powerfully emotional events that constitute potentially serious or unexpected adverse outcomes. We developed hybrid scenarios to contend with both instances and included clinical, interpersonal, and administrative objectives. Scenario 1 required clinical staff to deliver an infant, provide postpartum care, and arrange for transfer. In scenario 11, an elderly patient died in the presence of his wife. The task of the clinical team included both appropriate measures, first to give cardiopulmonary resuscitation and take all appropriate steps to save the patient’s life, then to console the survivor. The team was required to move the body from the patient room to the morgue without disturbing other patients.

**Rule-based Errors**

The ED in general (and an FED by extension) may be described as a “natural laboratory for the study of medical error”; and Chisholm and Croskerry underscore the potential for compromised safety owing to the pressure of time and unpredictability upon cognitive workload. In addition to revealing LSTs and misaligned communications, as previously described, in situ simulation also indicated clinicians’ persistent tendency when under stress to use internal cognitive frames, or mental models, that were once appropriate to their workplace but are no longer applicable. The most striking example was scenario 7, when a clinician misinterpreted the emergency signal from the radiology suite as an indication of code blue and so prematurely began cardiopulmonary resuscitation on a patient “actually” having an anaphylactic reaction. Similarly, in response to stroke symptoms in scenario 4, the initial response was: “We’ll send [the patient] up to the neuro ICU.” In scenario 12, the physician initiated patient transfer to the hospital where he had transferred pediatric cases from his previous workplace.

Errors of this kind, effectively owing to impaired information processing in a new and acutely stressful environment, should not be surprising, but they represent an area for further investigation. Just as teams in a new facility may need to regularize terminology and language, they can also benefit from focal attention on circumstances surrounding specific cues, code alerts, and transfer capabilities to overcome the persistence of unsuitable mental models.

**Resistance**

When in situ safety efforts take place, for example, in a pediatric unit during working hours and unannounced in advance, they frequently generate resistance, conveyed by clinicians’ exasperation, anger, and reticence. In the context of a new pediatric ED, Patterson et al also reported performance anxiety and reluctance as substantial challenges for in situ scenarios. We also noted the persistence of what James Reason describes as the “person approach” (as contrasted to a system approach) to clinical error, expressed as apprehension of reproach and blame. Although both leadership and clinicians were in principle fully convinced of the value of simulation, and the facility’s STAT teams had worked together for 2 months, we nevertheless encountered fear of potential “embarrassment” both before and during the in situ portion of the curriculum. Our preliminary efforts to allay concern seemed to be only partly successful because initial reactions to the various scenarios included anger, bewilderment, mistrust, and the impression that scenarios were designed to find fault with clinicians. Negative responses during debriefings, relatively simple to conduct because clinicians by that time had experienced weeks of simulation on an almost daily basis, offered an opportunity to address these impressions. We noted improved understanding over time of in situ simulation goals and rationale.

We also encountered a special instance of clinician’s anger in response to scenario 11, which culminated in cardiac failure and death and required immediate care for the patient’s grieving spouse. Leadership at LH-GV had requested that outcome because death is an inevitable aspect of emergency care, and clinicians may have received minimal exposure to its various ramifications. Although it represents a challenge, especially when unexpected and occurring after lengthy efforts to resuscitate, its use was justified with experienced clinicians in a high-acuity context. As the scenario played out, the attending physician expressed immediate irritation while nevertheless appropriately resolving its multiple objectives.

At present, there do not exist best practice guidelines for simulated death. In immersive simulation, however, we note that purposefully employing a highly trained SP to

---

**FIGURE 2.** Timeline representation: simulation activities integrated with planning and curriculum for inaugurating an FED.
add realism to such scenes may carry a positive benefit for a clinician’s prospective encounters with death and dying. 92 (See Video, Supplemental Digital Content).

CONCLUSION
Freestanding EDS represent a growing institutional adaptation in healthcare that is reflective of several broader trends, including efforts to address ED overcrowding and urban hospital closures. 93,94 To what extent future opportunities enable randomized controlled studies of simulation used in new FEDs remains to be seen, but the systematic use of simulation to test preparedness ahead of opening a new service line or facility is uncommon, to judge from the existing literature.14,18,95,96

Our experience in providing a simulation-based curriculum and learning strategy offers a basic template for some issues that warrant further investigation. Basic elements seem consonant with those implemented by Adler et al 97 when opening a new facility. Simulation programs and personnel should enter the process in the planning stages, see early to crafting useful scenarios, integrate simulation activities into the broader learning strategy, and make every effort to emphasize team building. External constraints (such as delivery of equipment) and changes in scheduling should be expected. Our timeline (Fig. 2) provides a basic outline of activities that foreground simulation activities as they were scheduled within a more complex educational plan.

Simulation deployed in the context of systems integration aims to optimize health care conceived as a complex adaptive system. When applied to a new facility, it validates and improves the performance of providers and teams, and tests issues of preparedness, design, and the organization of the facility itself. Our blended learning curriculum included components designed to (1) test and augment clinicians’ preexisting knowledge of specific procedures, (2) impart new knowledge concerning specific protocols such as sexual forensics and mass casualty incidents, (3) orient clinicians to operations in a new facility of a type with which none were previously familiar, and (4) enhance teamwork and team building.
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